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Synthetic Fuels Handbook (McGraw-Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Capitalize on the Vast Potential of Alternative                         Energy Sources Such as Fuel Cells and Biofuels
   Synthetic Fuels Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the benefits and trade-offs of numerous alternative fuels, presenting expert analyses of the different properties, processes, and performance...
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Head First Ruby: A Brain-Friendly GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What will you learn from this book?

	
		What’s all the buzz about this Ruby language? Is it right for you? Well, ask yourself: are you tired of all those extra declarations, keywords, and compilation steps in your other language? Do you want to be a more productive programmer? Then you’ll love Ruby. With...
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Determining Project Requirements (ESI International Project Mgmt)Auerbach Publications, 2007

	Organizations waste millions of dollars every year on failed projects. Failure is practically guaranteed by poor or incomplete requirements that do not properly define projects in their initial stages.  Business analysis is the critical process ensuring projects start on the path toward success. To accurately determine project...
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Theory of the EarthStanford University Press, 2021

	We need a new philosophy of the earth. Geological time used to refer to slow and gradual processes, but today we are watching land sink into the sea and forests transform into deserts. We can even see the creation of new geological strata made of plastic, chicken bones, and other waste that could remain in the fossil record for millennia or...
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The Toyota Way: 14 Management Principles From The World's Greatest ManufacturerMcGraw-Hill, 2003
What Can Your Business Learn From Toyota?

	Double or triple the speed of any business process  
	Build quality into workplace systems  
	Eliminate the huge costs of hidden waste  
	Turn every employee into a quality control inspector 


With a market capitalization greater...
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Excel Timesaving Techniques For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Covering formulas, charts, data lists, macros, and versions 2000, 2002, and 2003, this book offers more than seventy easy-to-follow techniques that show both new and experienced Excel users how to save time and avoid tedious or redundant tasks. Bestselling author Greg Harvey includes information on customizing Excel's menus and toolbars; modifying...
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Clustering (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Clustering has become an increasingly important topic in recent years, caused by the glut of data from a wide variety of disciplines. However, due to the lack of good communication among these communities, similar theories or algorithms are redeveloped many times, causing unnecessary waste of time and resources. Furthermore, different terminologies...
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Living Green: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009

	
		Taking care of the earth is more important than ever, but the problems we're facing can seem overwhelming. Living Green: The Missing Manual helps make earth-friendly decisions more manageable by narrowing them down to a few simple choices. This all-in-one resource is packed with practical advice on ways you can help the...
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Google AdWords: Managing Your Advertising ProgramO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		Since being selected as an AdWords Seminar Leader by Google in 2006, I’ve had the
	
		opportunity to teach thousands of businesses and organizations how to use AdWords,
	
		Google’s advertising platform. I believe in the product; if used appropriately, it offers
	
		vast online exposure for advertisers....
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Waste to Energy: Opportunities and Challenges for Developing and Transition EconomiesSpringer, 2012

	Solid waste management is currently a major issue worldwide with numerous areas reaching critical levels. Many developing countries and countries in transition still miss basic waste management  infrastructure and awareness. It is here that many of the solid waste management problems and challenges are currently being faced. As such,...
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GameMaker: Studio For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Get gaming faster with the official guide to GameMaker: Studio


	GameMaker: Studio allows you to create your own games, even with zero coding experience, and GameMaker: Studio For Dummies is a complete guide to the ins and outs of the program. Create the game you've always wanted to play in record time and at a...
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pring Into Linux(R)Addison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true Linux mastery!You know your way around Windows (or  maybe a Mac, or even UNIX). Now, you're ready for Linux.And you don't have a  minute to waste.Welcome. This book's for you.Janet Valade has spent thirteen  years helping new users master Linux and related technologies. She knows the  "magic words" that'll help...
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